EXPLORING STUDENTS’ LEARNING STRATEGIES IN SPEAKING PERFORMANCE
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Abstract
This article aims to explore learning strategies used by students in speaking performance. To identify the types of learning strategies were adopted by the students of English department in learning to speak, the authors prepared journal logs with specific questions related to learning strategies. The researchers used qualitative design in this research. The result of this research showed that students of the third semester of English department frequently used memory strategies in learning speaking. The second was metacognitive strategies followed by social strategy in the third rank. The fourth was affective strategies and compensation strategies in the fifth rank and followed by cognitive strategy in the sixth rank. Furthermore, the other factors also influence students’ learning strategies in learning speaking such as psychological factor, the role of teacher, task, environment and social factors. The roles of the lecturer as a feedback provider, a participant, and a prompter.
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INTRODUCTION
Most students of English department try to employ different strategies to learn speaking skill. Thus, learning strategies are necessary to build students’ motivation and help them to be independent in learning English (Jones, 1998). Moreover, students at university levels sometimes do not feel confident to speak English either inside or outside the classroom even though they are from English department. The main point that should be considered that the students are lack of exposure and practice in English. These conditions bring students to sustain their desire in learning speaking. Furthermore, the researcher wish to explore the learning strategies which are used by the students at the third semester of English department in a private university in Sorong.

Some researchers had investigated the use of strategies in their learning. Kemala (2014), who held a study concerning the analysis of independent learning strategies used senior high students, found that students frequently use to apply memory strategies in their learning. The second is social strategies followed by cognitive and metacognitive
strategies in four ranks. Moreover, the students do not use affective and compensation strategies in their learning. Furthermore, Gursoy (2010) who investigated students’ learning strategies employed by third, fourth and fifth grade in two private schools in Turkey, found that students employed memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, metacognitive strategies, and social strategies. Chen (2014) also conducted a study concerning students’ learning strategies in age differences; found that students employed oxford theory concerning learning strategies. The result of studies, however, it can be stated that students need to choose their learning strategies to make them aware in case of their learning. Learning strategies allow the learners to learn independently to become autonomous learners.

Chamot (1987), “learning strategies are techniques, approaches or thoughtful actions that students take to the learning and recall both linguistic and content area information.” In other words, strategies are the way or actions that the students have in preparing them for their learning. Moreover, Wenstein and Mayer (1986) also emphasized concerning learning strategies that “learning strategies as the behaviors and thoughts that a learner used in during learning that intended to influence the learner’s encoding process.” It means that learning strategies can also be viewed in the manner and critical idea which are used by the students to help them in sustaining and influencing their learning process.

Furthermore, Wenden (1991) stated that: “…Learner strategies refer to language learning behaviors; learners involve in to learn and manage the learning of a second language, what they know about the strategies they use. What they know about the parts of their language learning other than the strategies they use”. In other words, learners identifying learning strategies not only as techniques, methods, ways or goals to help the students in establishing or creating their learning but also learning approaches can be considered as the behavior and critical thought that learners used in comprehending the process of learning. Some other points that can be accomplished towards learning strategies should include communication strategies or language use. Firstly, the policies that learners use are to connect the meaning when he or she sometimes finds the difficulty in learning the language. Secondly, learners’ strategies are approachable skills and process such as, memorizing, practicing, preparing oneself to speak, organizing one’s learning, etc.

Oxford (1990) emphasized that learning strategies consist of direct strategy; direct strategies cover memory strategies, cognitive strategies, and compensation strategies while indirect strategies cover metacognitive, affective, and social strategies. Moreover, other factors also influence students’ learning strategies in students’ speaking performance. As stated by Ellis and Sinclair (1998) that “raising learners’ awareness of learning strategies is not enough on its own, learners also benefit from reflecting on the various factors which affect their learning.” In other words, it is not enough to raise students’ awareness on learning strategies towards their learning, but it is necessary also influenced by various factors to their knowledge to be able to learn on their way of learning to become independent learners.

In encouraging students’ awareness and motivation to learn to speak, the teacher or lecturer should have some roles to provide adequate teaching which can get students to speak English. Therefore, Harmer (2001) proposed three positions of the teacher which have particular relevance when the teacher is trying to get students to talk fluently; it covers prompter, participant and feedback provider.

Speaking can be considered as the productive skill of the oral communication which involves other people in conveying the information by pronunciation the words. Besides speaking is taught in academic level,
speaking is also used to deliver the idea which aims to gain the knowledge. Learners need to be able to know English orally to enhance their English competence because, in common sense of people’s viewing, speaking is one of the crucial parts. Nation and Newton (2009) define speaking “as part of work, or academic study may include presenting reports or presenting a viewpoint on a particular topic

METHODS
Research Design
This descriptive qualitative research was designed to explore the strategies are employed by the students in speaking performance, the factors influence students’ learning strategies and the roles that the lecturer does in enhancing students’ speaking performance. The writer used qualitative design to obtain the data and to present the result of this research.

Setting and Participants
This research was conducted in the third semester of English department at the University of Muhammadiyah Sorong. This research was held in November 2015 – January 2016 which was only taken from speaking class.

The participants were students of English department on the third semester. The participants consist of 12 students from a different class; there were two classes than six students were represented from each class. This research only focused on speaking subject which took their grade to classify the participants.

Data Collection Method
In this research, the researcher did some steps in data collecting technique to obtain the comprehensive data. First, document based-data (students’ journal) were distributed to the students after each meeting in speaking class, the total students’ journal was twelve for twelve students as the participants of this research.

The researcher prepared the questions on the journal, and the journals were given to the students in every meeting. The students were asked to fulfill that journal concerning the strategies they used in speaking performance with the topic which discusses in each session. The issue presented in the meeting was based on the syllabus.

Second, the interview based-data as the second instrument; the interview was conducted to gain the detail data concerning the objective was to find out the factors influencing students’ learning strategies and the roles that the lecturer does in speaking performance. The students were asked based on the interview guidelines with some questions to get the data from the participants as needed by the researcher.

Third, the questionnaire based-data as the secondary data was used to obtain and to support the interview concerning the objective of third research question was to discover the roles that lecturer does in enhancing students’ speaking performance. The questionnaire was distributed to the total twelve students as the participants of this research. The questionnaire was adapted from Arafat about “the roles of English teachers.” The participants were asked to fill out the questionnaire by answering five type of answers containing highly agreed, agreed, hesitate, disagreed and remarkably disagreed

Data Analysis
The data from the students’ journal were collected and analyzed qualitatively through some procedures. First, the students’ journals were collected at the end of each meeting. Second, data were tabulated in accordance and analyzed them systematically concerning the objective of the first research question which contains students’ learning strategies as their own learning that is done by the students in speaking class.

The data from interview guidelines were transcribed and sort them into Microsoft sheet,
and then the researcher classified them into each item to discover the objective of second and third research question concerning the factors that influenced the students’ learning strategies and the roles that lecturer does in enhancing students’ speaking performance.

Also, the data from the questionnaire were also tabulated and sort them to each item to support the data from an interview of third research question concerning the roles that lecturer does in enhancing students’ speaking performance. The data from these instruments were put forward systematically and accordingly to gain the comprehensive result of this research.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The data from students’ journal were classified into students’ learning strategies (1) direct strategies cover memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies and (2) indirect strategies cover metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies. The result showed that students frequently used memory strategies in their learning on speaking performance; it was used as the first rank with 24 as the frequency, and it was categorized as 2.88%. The second rank of the strategies used by the students in speaking performance was metacognitive strategies with 18 as the frequency and it can be categorized as 2.16%. The third rank of the strategies used by the students in speaking performance was social strategies with 14 as the frequency and it can be categorized as 1.68%. Moreover, the fourth rank of the strategies used by the students was affective strategies with nine as the frequency, and it can be categorized as 1.08%. Also, the fifth rank of the strategies was compensation strategies with 8 as frequency and can be categorized 0.96% followed by cognitive strategies in the sixth rank with three as frequency and can be categorized as 0.36%. Learning strategies were affected and helped students to learn by using their own learning strategies which can make them aware to learn speaking. It can be presented by the table below that showed the occurrence of learning strategies were used by the students of the third semester of English Department in University of Muhammadiyah Sorong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. 1 The Classification of Occurrence in Learning Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Occurrence | 2.88% | 0.36% | 0.96% | 2.16% | 1.08% | 1.68% |

The other factors also influenced students learning strategies in learning speaking. As it showed by this findings that there were some factors influenced their learning strategies such psychological factor, a factor of the teacher, a factor of the task, a factor of environment and social factor. Furthermore, in enhancing students’ speaking performance the teacher and lecturer also have roles in term of helping students to speak English. Therefore, the findings of this research showed the roles that the lecturer frequently did in enhancing students’ speaking performance was feedback provider as the first rank. The second role that lecturer did in enhancing students speaking
performance was as participant and followed by a prompter that the lecturer did in enhancing students’ speaking performance.

The result revealed that students of the third semester at English department have a different way to learn to speak by applying their learning strategies. The data can be presented as follows:

1. Memory strategies:
   “I also watched the movies which use English as the first language, and I also watched a tutorial video about speaking English on YouTube.” (Student 8)
   Based on the data above, it can be stated that student eight also used auditory and visual connection get some information to make her remember some vocabularies which make her easy to learn to speak. Therefore, it is briefly to state that student 8 used memory strategies in her learning.

2. Metacognitive strategies:
   “I must prepare myself to believe that I can learn to speak and I must prepare dictionary to help me if I don’t understand what the lecturer says, and also I must prepare the vocabulary for speaking every day.” (Student2)
   From the data above, it can be seen that student 2 tends to prepare and organize his learning concerning learning speaking. Therefore, it is briefly to state that student 2 tends to use metacognitive on his learning.

3. Social Strategies:
   “Before learning speaking, I learned to speak alone or with friends as well although it is just greeting. She tries to practice with the other friends and discuss the last material before. If I get the problems in learning speaking I will ask more detail to the lecturer and to friends who know”. (student 3).
   From the data above, it can be seen that students 3 needs others in order to help her in learning speaking. She tries to involve her friends in discussing about the materials were given by the lecturer. Therefore, it is stated that student 3 tends to use social strategies in her learning.

4. Affective Strategies
   “First, I prepare myself to be bravery to speak English in front of my friends and be self-confidence. Second, I prepare the material and prepare many vocabularies and I prepare myself for not being afraid and be brave to speak English with the lecturer”. (student 5).
   Based on the data above, student 5 tries to reduce her anxiety to learn speaking. She tries to learn speaking bravery by controlling her motivation wisely. It is briefly to state that student 5 tends to use affective strategies in learning speaking.

5. Compensation Strategies
   “Write my daily activities and tell to my friends in front of the class, learning the exact location of conjunction. Learn about the tenses which are used to tell daily activities, practicing with friends before”. (student 4).
   From the data above, it can be seen that student 3 tends to learn speaking in specific topic or selecting topic. She tries to understand the appropriate grammatical contains the topic. It can be said that student 3 tends to use compensation strategies in learning speaking.

6. Cognitive Strategies
   “I prepare myself for not being afraid when I ask a question to the lecturer and my friends. When I meet my friends, I also pay attention to the pronunciation of any speaking. I need to be brave and prepare myself.” (student 6).
   The data above shows that student 6 tries to prepare herself concerning the learning speaking. She tries to have big attention in understanding pronunciation. Therefore, it is briefly to state that students tend to use cognitive strategies.
Based on the data above, it can be concluded that the learning strategies that used in speaking performance by the third semester of English Department at University of Muhammadiyah Sorong was in line with the theory which was proposed by Oxford (1990) that learning strategies consist of direct strategies; direct strategies cover memory strategies, cognitive strategies, and compensation strategies while indirect strategies cover metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the first objective of the research was to identify the strategies are employed by students in enhancing their speaking performance, the researcher concludes that the primary strategies most frequently used by the students were memory strategies in their vocal performance. The students commonly use imagery and visual connection in their learning. The second strategies used by the students were metacognitive strategies. The students tend to plan, organize and set the goals of their learning. The third strategies used by the students were social strategies. In this strategy, the students asked for clarification from their friends, lecturer, and family. The fourth strategies used by the students were affective strategies. In this strategy the students decrease their anxiety, taking control of their emotion and using music in their learning. The fifth strategies used by the students were compensation strategies. This strategy indicated students to focus on their grammatical and selecting the topic. The sixth strategies used by the students were cognitive strategies. This strategy reflected the students to repeat the sound and focus on their pronunciation in learning speaking.

The second objective was to find out the factors influence students’ learning strategies in enhancing their speaking performance; the researcher concludes that the factors influence students’ learning strategies were a factor of psychology (learner themselves). This factor influences students’ learning strategies. The second was the factor of the teacher; the teacher also plays an important role in enhancing students’ speaking performance. The third was the factor of the task, the task that is given by the lecturer also influences students’ learning strategies in enhancing their speaking performance. The fourth was the factor of the environment; students need the suitable environment to practice their speaking to make them active in speaking. The fifth was the social factor, in which the students asked for clarification to their lecturer, friends, and family concerning their learning to make understand.

Moreover, The third objective was to discover the roles the lecturer does in enhancing students’ speaking performance; the researcher concludes that the first lecturer role in enhancing students’ speaking performance was as a feedback provider. The lecturer most frequently used to be feedback provider to help students in enhancing their speaking performance. The second role of the lecturer in enhancing students’ speaking performance was as a participant. The lecturer also participates directly to help students in enhancing their speaking performance. The third role of the lecturer was as a prompter. The lecturer helps the students in giving them motivation and raises their desire in enhancing their speaking performance.
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